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英　　語（リーディング）

　　　　　　次の問い（Ⅰ～Ⅱ）に答えよ。（配点　20）

Ⅰ　You are a member of the cooking club at school, and you want to make something new.  On 
a website, you found a recipe for a dish that looks good.

EASY BREAKFAST RECIPES
Here is one of the breakfast dishes rated in the top 20 on our website.  You will find this dish 
delicious, and simple and inexpensive to make.

Breakfast Sandwiches
Ingredients（serves 2）
A ½ onion　20g mushrooms　4 eggs　100g kale　1 tomato　½ yellow bell pepper
 　　× 1 vegetable oil　　salt & pepper

B 6 slices of bacon

C 4 slices of bread

Instructions
Step 1 : Make A
1.  Cut the vegetables into small pieces.  Heat the oil and cook the onion, mushrooms and 

yellow bell pepper for 5 minutes.
2. Add the chopped tomato and kale, and cook for 2 minutes.
3. Season with salt and pepper.
4. Add the eggs and mix all the ingredients together for 3 minutes.
5. Remove the pan from the heat and divide the mixture into two servings.

Step 2 : Make B and C
1.  Meanwhile, heat another frying pan.  Add the bacon to the pan and cook 

for 8–10 minutes, turning the slices over every two minutes.
2. Toast the bread.

Step 3 : Put A, B, and C together
1.  Carefully remove B from the frying pan.  Cut B into pieces and place on 

two slices of C.
2. Put A on top of B and cover with the other two slices of C.
3. Serve immediately.
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REVIEW & COMMENTS

breakfastbro38  January 15, 20XX at 18 : 44
One of the best breakfast sandwiches I’ve ever eaten.  Switch the yellow bell 
peppers to hot peppers to make it perfect !
Sayu I.  February 3, 20XX at 10 : 05
My kids love this dish.  Our family is vegetarian, so we make it without the bacon.  
Still delicious.

問１　This recipe would be helpful if you would like to 1 .
①　cook without using a knife
②　eat raw tomatoes
③　have a luxury dinner
④　make an easy meal without an oven

問₂　If you follow this recipe, the dish can be prepared in about 2 .
①　five minutes
②　twenty minutes
③　forty minutes
④　one hour

問₃　This recipe might be difficult for some people to make because 3 .
①　it requires ingredients that are hard to obtain
②　some of the ingredients are expensive
③　the eggs must be turned over in the pan
④　two frying pans are used at the same time

問₄　The website says that one fact （not an opinion） about this recipe is that 4 .
①　all of the vegetables and meat are cut into pieces
②　it is great for serving to kids
③　it is enjoyable to make
④　the bacon and eggs are cooked together

問₅　The website says that one opinion （not a fact） about this recipe is that 5 .
①　it tastes better with spicy ingredients
②　the bacon is cooked for at least 8 minutes
③　vegetable oil is spread on the bread
④　vegetarians should avoid it


